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ABSTRACT
Enhanced data rates and connectivity are key requirements for pro-

viding ubiquitous mobile access in next-generation cellular net-

works. Relay-enabled cellular networks, marked by their adoption

in IEEE 802.16j standard, have become a viable candidate in such

an endeavor. Such relay networks not only provide multi-user and

(OFDM) channel diversity gains that are available in conventional

cellular systems, but also provide spatial reuse gains, arising from

the simultaneous transmissions on different hops of the network

on the same channel. However, the efficient exploitation of these

gains, calls for intelligent scheduler design at the BS that must not

only accommodate the multi-hop nature of the network, but also

address the resulting significant overhead incurred in the form of

feedback. In this work, we present relay-assistedscheduling al-
gorithms that efficiently exploit the available diversity and spatial

reuse gains at the cost ofminimalfeedback overhead.The proposed
solutions improve performance over conventional approaches by

over 50% along with a scalable feedback overhead that grows only

with the number of relays in the network and not with the number

of users.

Categoriesand Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Ar chitecture and Design]: Wireless Communi-
cation

GeneralTerms
Algorithms, relays, diversity, spatial reuse, scheduling, performance

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a significant rise in the popularity of real-time

multi-media services such as streaming audio and video, video-on-

demand, IPTV, etc. This coupled with the advancement of various

wireless access technologies, has ushered in an era of ubiquitous

access to various forms of data and media content. However, the

current cellular systems are not sufficiently equipped to meet the

requirements of either ubiquitous coverage or bandwidth-intensive
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real-time applications. Given the large capital investment in cellu-

lar network infrastructure, an efficient way to meet the future de-

mands would be to reuse the existing infrastructure but upgrade

it with appropriate functionalities. One such popular approach is

relay-enabledcellular networks, whereby less sophisticated relay
stations (RS) are introduced into the cellular network to help in

the transport of data between the base station (BS) and the mobile

stations (MS). Such relay-enabled networks have been shown to

provide improved capacity and coverage over the conventional cel-

lular networks [1, 2], contributing to their adoption in the IEEE

802.16j relay task group, with OFDM as the air-interface tech-

nology. Since most of their envisioned applications (access inside

transportation vehicle, buildings, etc.) follow the two-hop network

model (mandatory in 802.16j), this forms our focus in this work.

These networks are different from the conventional multi-hop

and cellular networks and hence require unique optimizations. In

OFDM cellular networks, the single-hop nature allows for efficient,

centralized exploitation of diversity (multi-user and multi-channel)

gains at the BS [3, 4]. However, they do not provide enhanced

connectivity or spatial reuse (on the same channel) to provided im-

proved data rates. On the other hand, multi-hop networks allow

for spatial reuse on the different hops [5], but the significant co-

ordination and overhead arising from the multi-hop nature prevents

efficient exploitation of diversity gains in a centralized fashion. The

relay networks have the potential to provide the bestof bothworlds.
The two-hop nature allows for centralized exploitation of diversity

gains at the BS. Further, it also allows for spatial reuse between the

two hops. However, in order to effectively leverage the diversity

and spatial reuse gains, we need efficient scheduling algorithms.

Further, the feedback overhead arising from the two hops must be

contained so that it does not outweigh the benefits of increased net-

work capacity resulting from spatial reuse.

We consider two popular models for RS. (i) Interference-unaware

RS: The RS and the network do not support interference estimation

and reporting functionalities. This provides no room for spatial

reuse, although diversity gains resulting from the two-hops are sig-

nificantly higher than in conventional cellular networks. Every time

slot is divided into two sub-slots, one for each hop transmission in

this model. This model has been considered in several proposals

in 802.16j [6]. (ii) Interference-aware RS: The RS and the network

support interference estimation and reporting functionalities. This

is the most sophisticated model, wherein both diversity and spatial

reuse gains from the two hops can be leveraged. Our contributions

can be summarized as follows.

• A low-feedback, near-optimal scheduling algorithm for exploit-
ing diversity (multi user/channel) in the interference-unaware

model. A 1
2
-approximation algorithm is also proposed for the

network bottleneck case under QoS constraints;
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• A low-feedback, efficient scheduling algorithm for exploiting
diversity and spatial reuse in the interference-aware model; and

• All the proposed algorithms incur a scalable feedback overhead
that grows only with the number of relay stations and not with

the number of users in the network.

The fact that RS have more information on the network state than

the BS is exploited by the algorithms to allow the RS assist the BS

in its scheduling functionality and reduce the feedback overhead in

the process without compromising in performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Related work

along with network and scheduling models are presented in Section

2. Low feedback scheduling algorithms to exploit diversity within

and across hops are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the

low feedback scheduling algorithm to exploit spatial reuse in ad-

dition to diversity gains. The proposed solutions are evaluated in

Section 5, followed by concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 RelatedWork
Several works [1, 2] have investigated the potential of relay-

enabled wireless networks (cellular and WLANs) to provide im-

proved coverage and capacity. These networks have also gained at-

tention in the standards community (IEEE 802.16j) as well as from

the industry.

Scheduling [7, 8] has been identified to be an important aspect

critical to leveraging the potential benefits of these networks. How-

ever, most of these works focus on link level performance and do

not exploit spatial reuse that is available at a network level. Further,

they do not consider a multiple channel OFDM network (channel

diversity) and QoS constraints, which complicate scheduling deci-

sions and increases overhead with the possibility of multiple users

operating in parallel. The works on OFDM scheduling in conven-

tional cellular systems [4, 3] cannot be directly applied to two-hop

cellular networks, where the network structure is different and spa-

tial reuse forms an important component. There have been some

works [9, 10] that have looked at multiple channels in the pres-

ence of relays, where reassignment of channels at the second hop

is considered to exploit diversity better. Once again the focus is on

a link-level performance, failing to exploit spatial reuse. Our recent

work [11] looks at the problem of optimal diversity scheduling in

two-hop relay networks. However, none of these works consider

the increase in feedback overhead resulting from multiple channels

and hops, and interference arising from spatial reuse. Thus, our

focus in this work is to design efficient scheduling algorithms that

exploit diversity benefits (across users, relays and hops) and spa-

tial reuse gains (available across the hops), while incurring reduced
feedback overhead.

2.2 Network Model
We consider a downlink OFDMA-based, relay-enabled, two-hop

wireless network as shown in Figure 1(a). A set of K mobile sta-

tions (MS) are uniformly located within an extended cell radius. A

small set of R relay stations (RS) are added to the mid-way belt

of the network. MS that are closer to the BS directly communi-

cate with it. However, MS farther from the BS connect with the

RS that is closest to them. The one-hop links between BS and RS

are referred to as relay links, RS and MS as accesslinks, and BS
and MS as directlinks. The BS, RS and MS are allowed to operate
on multiple channels from a set of N total OFDM sub-channels.

Data flows are considered and assumed to originate in the Internet

and destined towards the MS. Let P denote the maximum power
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Figure1: SystemModel and Gains

used by the BS for its transmission, which is split equally across

all sub-channels and no power adaptation across channels is as-

sumed, given the marginal gains resulting from it [12]. Note that a

sub-channel could correspond to a single carrier or a bunch of con-

tiguous carriers as in practical systems. RS (MS) are assumed to

provide feedback of their relay (access) channel rates to BS (RS).

All stations are assumed to be half-duplex. Hence, an RS can be

active on only its relay or access link in any slot but not both.

2.3 Potential Gains
Relay networks provide two key benefits, namely diversity (link-

level) and spatial reuse (network-level) gains. Three forms of di-

versity gains are possible. Consider the frequency response of three

channels for three MS in Figure 1(b). Multipath fading and user

mobility result in independent fading across users for a given chan-

nel, contributing to multi-userdiversity. Further, the presence of
multiple channels and the corresponding frequency selective fading

results in different channels experiencing different gains for a given

MS, contributing to channeldiversity. These gains make it possible
to schedule multiple users in tandem, while providing good quality

channels to many of them (eg. channels 3, 2 and 1 to MS 1, 2 and

3 respectively).

The spatial seperation of RS allows relay and access links to op-

erate in tandem, spatially reusingthe same set of channels across
hops without causing mutual interference (eg. BS-RS3 and RS2-

MS5 operating in parallel). We do not consider reuse of channels

within the access hop, since it does not lead to benefits unless the

access hop becomes the network bottleneck, which is usually not

the case. Further, it comes at the cost of spatial reuse across hops,

which is a more important feature to be leveraged.

2.4 SchedulingModel
We consider a synchronized, time-slotted system similar to a

WiMAX relay, with BS and RS transmitting data in frames. Ev-

ery frame consists of several time slots and has to be populated

with user assignments across both time slots and channels as in

Figure 1(c). It is sufficient to consider the problem with one time

slot per frame since channels in other time slots can be consid-

ered as additional channels available to the considered time slot.

The RS assignments to relay channels for the current frame and the

MS assignments to access channels for the next frame are indicated

to RS through a MAP that follows the preamble in the frame (eg.

802.16j). In every slot of a frame, a set of RS and/or MS on the
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relay and access hops respectively are activated based on the as-

signments provided by the BS. For ease of exposition, we present

our discussions with respect to only relay and access links. Direct

links can be easily incorporated into the proposed solutions.

The objective of our scheduling algorithms is to maximize the

end-to-end system throughput subject to a desired fairness model.

We consider the proportional fairness model, given its ability to

strike a good balance between utilization and fairness [13]. Through-

put and fairness are obtained by performing scheduling such that it

maximizes aggregate network utility: max
n

PK

k=1 βkUk

o

, where

Uk represents the utility of user k for a certain achieved (two-

hop) throughput and βk represents the priority weight of its QoS

class. For concave, continuously differentiable and increasing util-

ity functions, the system can be shown to converge to the optimum

if the scheduler’s decisions at each time slot are based on the max-

imum marginal utility. Thus, the schedule (Smax) for each time

slot is given by: Smax = arg maxS

˘
P

k∈S
∆Uk

¯

, where ∆Uk

denotes the marginal flow (two-hop) utility of user k in a feasible

schedule S in the presence of relays. The nature of utility function

determines the fairness model achieved in the system. For pro-

portional fairness, U(r) = log r and the corresponding marginal

utility (∆Uk) of a user depends on both its average throughput r̄k

as well as its instantaneous rate (∆Uk = r
r̄k
). However, the in-

stantaneous rate now corresponds to the two-hopflow rate, which
in turn is determined by the instantaneous effectiverate on the relay
and access hops combined.

If rrel
k,n and racc

k,m are the bit-rates obtained for a user (flow) k on

the relay and access links on channel n and m respectively, then

the effective end-to-end rate of the two-hop transmission is,

1

r
eff
k,n,m

=
1

rrel
k,n

+
1

racc
k,m

⇒ r
eff
k,n,m =

rrel
k,n · r

acc
k,m

rrel
k,n + racc

k,m

Thus, it captures the transmission delay incurred by the packet in

being transported from BS to the MS through the two hops and

hence provides a measure of the end-to-end rate for the packet

transport. This is referred to as the effectivemulti-hop through-
put. The motivation for considering this metric is its adoption as
the throughput evaluation metric in IEEE 802.16j standard that is

being ratified.

While there exist several utility-based schedulers for the one-

hop flows, the challenge arises in exploiting the diversity and spa-

tial reuse gains available with two-hop flows. Further, while spatial

reuse is possible across hops and within access links, it is not possi-

ble within relay links (due to the common transmitter/receiver (BS)

for relay hop transmissions. As a result, the relay hop forms the

network capacity bottleneck. Consequently, while channel state

feedback from MS to RS on the access links is feasible, further

propagation of such information to BS constitutes significant feed-

back overhead on the relay links and must hence be kept low. For

eg. if there are R relays, K users (K
R
users per relay) and N

channels, then the amount of feedback required on the relay hop

is O(KN). Thus, the feedback grows with the number of users
in the system and is hence not scalable. Designing solutions with

low feedback overhead for relays form an important aspect of the

upcoming 802.16m standard. Hence, the main focus of this work

is to retain a performance close to that of the full feedback scheme

albeit at the cost of a feedback that scales only with the number

of relays in the network, namely O(RN). Note that R does not
grow withK in the system. This keeps the feedback overhead con-

tained on the relay hop, thereby allowing the relay hop resources

be efficiently used towards improving the system throughput.

3. INTERFERENCE-UN AWARE RS
The RS are assumed to be capable of modifying the data frame

that is passed on from the BS and destined to an associated MS.

This gives the RS the potential to switch the channel on which

data was received for a particular user on the relay link to a dif-

ferent channel on the access link, thereby allowing for diversity

both within and across hops. However, no interference estima-

tion/reporting is considered and hence no exploitation of spatial

reuse is possible at the BS. Under the given RS model along with

the half-duplex constraint of RS, a joint two-slot flow schedule of

the relay links followed by the access links can be obtained that

exploits diversity both within and across hops. The marginal util-

ity of a user (flow) k on a relay-access channel pair (n,m) acrosss

two hops (slots) is given by
βkr

eff
k,n,m

r̄k
. The scheduling problem is

now equivalent to: Find a subset of users and a corresponding as-

signment of N sub-channels on relay links to N sub-channels on

access links such that aggregate marginal utility is maximized with

no channel on either hops being assigned to more than one user.

The relay and access sub-channels are assigned to flows (users) in

pairs with a user capable of being assigned multiple channel pairs.

More formally, we have

Smax(t) = arg max
S

(

X

k∈S

βk

r̄k(t)

N
X

n=1

N
X

m=1

r
eff
k,n,m(t)Ik,n,m(t)

)

K
X

k=1

N
X

n=1

Ik,n,m(t) ≤ 1, ∀m
K

X

k=1

N
X

m=1

Ik,n,m(t) ≤ 1, ∀n(1)

where Ik,n,m(t) ∈ {0, 1}, is a binary function capturing the as-
signment of (relay,access) channel pair (n, m) to user k in slot t.

The above problem is solved optimally by solving an equivalent

maximum utility bipartite matching problem as follows.

• Construct a bipartite graph: G = (V1 × V2, E), where the ver-
tices in V1 and V2 correspond to the set of sub-channels on the

relay and access links with |V1| = |V2| = N . The edge set

E corresponds to |N |2 edges connecting all possible pairs of
vertices in the two sets.

• The weight on each of the edges Wij depends on the user to

whom the channel pair is assigned. Every weight carries two

attributes, (wij , uij), where uij and wij correspond to the user

assigned and its marginal utility respectively. The attribute wij

of an edge is now obtained by the maximum of the marginal

utilities among all possible assignments of users to the channel

pair under consideration. Using marginal utilities as the weights

takes into account the average throughput of users and hence

fairness.

– wij = maxk {βk∆Uk} = maxk



βkrrel
k,i racc

k,j

r̄k

“

rrel
k,i

+racc
k,j

”

ff

– uij = arg maxk



βkrrel
k,i racc

k,j

r̄k

“

rrel
k,i

+racc
k,j

”

ff

• It is now easy to see that finding the maximum weight bipar-
tite matching on G now provides the set of N channel pair as-

signments on the relay and access links that bring in the maxi-

mum marginal utility. Further, the second attribute of the edges

present in the maximum matching provide the set of MS and as-

sociated RS to be scheduled over two consecutive slots: relay

links followed by the access links. Several good polynomial-

time algorithms exist for solving the bipartite matching problem

and we use the Hungarian algorithm [14] of finding augmenting

paths for our design.
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3.1 Addr essingScalability of Overhead
While the above algorithm provides the optimal schedule at ev-

ery slot, feedback on all the sub-channels is required from both the

access and relay links for every user. While feedback on the ac-

cess channels (from MS) can be obtained at the RS, this has to be

propagated to the BS in addition to the relay channel feedback from

RS. This requires significant feedback overhead on the relay hop,

which is already a bottleneck and must hence be addressed. If Br

corresponds to the number of bits used to feedback rate information

on a given sub-channel, then the feedback overhead incurred on the

relay links is (K +R) ·N ·Br , which isO((K +R) ·N) and hence
grows with the number of users, bringing down the relay hop (net-

work) capacity, which is not desirable (scalable). This is because,

for a given channel on the access link, the optimal user at the RS

could be different depending on the specific channel chosen in the

relay link. The choice of relay channel would in turn depend on

the global decision at the BS, which is not known apriori at the RS.

To address this issue, we now present some properties and subse-

quently exploit them to propose a scalable feedback scheduler that

retains close-to optimal performance. For simplicity, hereafter we

incorporate βk into the average throughput of the user, r̄k ←
r̄k

βk
.

LEMMA 1. Considertwousersi andj associatedwith thesame
RSandlet m bean accesschannel.Let theone-hopmarginal util-
ities of theusers on theaccesslinks besuch that,

racc
i,m

r̄i

≥
racc

j,m

r̄j

with useri belongingto the feedback set. Now, userj’s feedback
canbeeliminated,irrespectiveof therelaychannelchosen,if any
of thefollowing conditionsare true:

(1) racc
i,m < racc

j,m, (2) r̄i < r̄j , (3) rrel
CO =

racc
i,m

“

1−
r̄j
r̄i

”

racc
i,m

racc
j,m

·
r̄j
r̄i

−1

<

rrel
min

PROOF. Since both users are associated with the same relay,

rrel
i,n = rrel

j,n = rrel
n , for any relay channel n. For user j to pro-

vide a higher effective marginal utility, we need

racc
i,m · r

rel
n

r̄i

`

racc
i,m + rrel

n

´ ≤
racc

j,m · r
rel
n

r̄j

`

racc
j,m + rrel

n

´

Rearranging, we have,

r
rel
n ≤

racc
i,m

“

1−
r̄j

r̄i

”

racc
i,m

racc
j,m
·

r̄j

r̄i
− 1

= r
rel
CO (2)

This provides the set of relay channel rates (below the cross-over

rate, rrel
CO) for which user j will provide a higher effective marginal

utility than i. Given
racc

i,m

racc
j,m
·

r̄j

r̄i
≥ 1, for the set of relay rates to

be feasible, we need
r̄j

r̄i
≤ 1 and

racc
i,m

racc
j,m
≥ 1. Also, we need the

cross-over rate to be larger than the minimum rate available on the

relay channels, rrel
CO ≥ rrel

min.

As a corollary, if conditions 1 and 2 are false and rrel
CO ≥ rrel

max,

then user i can be removed from the feedback list and replaced by

user j. As an extension to lemma 1, we also have,

LEMMA 2. Giventhreeusers, i, j, and k with feedback from

users i andk onaccesschannelm and
racc

i,m

r̄i
≥

racc
j,m

r̄j
≥

racc
k,m

r̄k
, then

userj’s feedback on accesschannelm canbeeliminatedif,

r
acc
j,m ≤

“

1
r̄k
− 1

r̄i

”

r̄j · ri,mrk,m

(ri,m − rk,m)− r̄j

“

ri,m

r̄i
−

rk,m

r̄k

” = r
acc
th (3)

PROOF. Relay channel rates for which user j will provide a

higher marginal utility than user i is given by,

r
rel
n ≤

racc
i,m

“

1−
r̄j

r̄i

”

racc
i,m

racc
j,m
·

r̄j

r̄i
− 1

=
racc

i,m · r
acc
j,m · (r̄i − r̄j)

racc
i,m · r̄j − racc

j,m · r̄i

Similarly, relay channel rates for which user j will provide a higher

marginal utility than user k is governed by,

r
rel
n ≥

racc
k,m · r

acc
j,m · (r̄j − r̄k)

racc
j,m · r̄k − racc

k,m · r̄j

For user j to be eliminated, the above two inequalities must provide

an infeasible relay rate region. This results in ,

racc
i,m · r

acc
j,m · (r̄i − r̄j)

racc
i,m · r̄j − racc

j,m · r̄i

≤
racc

k,m · r
acc
j,m · (r̄j − r̄k)

racc
j,m · r̄k − racc

k,m · r̄j

Simplifying, we obtain the desired result.

Remarks: Given a set of users associated with a RS and ar-
ranged in the decreasing order of access hop marginal utilities, ap-

plying lemmas 1 and 2 results in a significantly reduced feedback

list that retains optimal performance. To see this, if the difference in

the average throughputs of users is small to moderate, rrel
CO in equa-

tion 2 tends to a small value potentially lesser than rrel
min, thereby

requiring feedback only from the higher (access link) marginal util-

ity users. In the limiting case, with
r̄j

r̄i
→ 1, then rrel

CO → 0
requiring only the highest marginal utility user’s feedback. Sim-

ilarly, when the difference in the average throughputs is moderate

to large, rrel
CO tends to a large value, potentially larger than rrel

max,

thereby requiring feedback only from the smaller marginal utility

users. This would correspond to the smallest marginal utility user

in the limiting case when
r̄i

r̄j
→

racc
i,m

racc
j,m
, where rrel

CO →∞. Applying

lemmas 1 and 2 automatically takes into account the distribution of

user throughputs in determining the minimal set of users (for feed-

back) for optimal performance, which in turn is a single element for

the limiting cases and a small set of elements otherwise. Hence, to

incorporate small to large variations in user throughputs, providing

the two extreme (largest and smallest marginal utility) users from

this final reduced feedback list is sufficient to provide near-optimal

performance, while keeping the feedback overhead scalable. This

is verified in our evaluations as well.

Using the above lemmas and assistance from relays, the reduced

feedback scheduling algorithm at BS for exploiting diversity both

within and across hops (MAXDIV-RF) is presented in Algorithm

1. From steps 5 and 6, it can be seen that for every relay, two rate

elements and two index elements are required as feedback on each

of the access channels, while a single rate element is required on

each of the relay channels. Thus, if Ba represents the number of

bits used to indicate user id (Ba < Br), then the feedback overhead
ontherelaylinks incurred byMAXDIV-RFis nowgivenby, R ·N ·
(3Br + 2Ba) = O(R · N) that scalesonly with the numberof
relays,which isa small,fixedparameterunlikethenumberof users.
The benefits of MAXDIV-RF over a feedback scheme of choosing

two users providing the highest (access hop) marginal utilities, is

presented in the evaluations section.
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Algorithm 1Max. Diversity at Reduced Feedback: MAXDIV-RF
1: Each RS q assigns all itsKq users to potential feedback set Lm

∀ access channelm.
2: ∀m, each RS q arranges users from the feedback set in de-

creasing order of access link marginal utility:
racc
1,m

r̄1

≥
racc
2,m

r̄2

≥

· · · ≥
racc

Kq,m

r̄Kq
. A mapping of the sort list index to actual user

index is maintained.

3: ∀` ∈ [1, Kq], RS q removes the users (v) following ` that sat-

isfy atleast one of the conditions in lemma 1, reducing the set

Lm toKq,1 users.

4: RS q starts with the last (lowest) utility user and moves itera-

tively towards the first user. ∀j, RS determines if its feedback
is required with respect to its preceding and succeeding users

in the feedback list using lemma 2. If not, user j is removed

from potential feedback, reducing the feedback set Lm further

toKq,2 users.

5: RS q sends access rate information, user id for its two extreme

users from final set Lm. Let umax
q,m = maxk∈Lm

n

racc
k,m

r̄k

o

,

umin
q,m = mink∈Lm

n

racc
k,m

r̄k

o

.

F acc
q,m =

˙

umax
q,m , umin

q,m , arg
˘

umax
q,m

¯

, arg
˘

umin
q,m

¯¸

, ∀m.

6: RS q sends relay rate information: F rel
q,n =

rrel
q,n

r̄k
, ∀n.

7: BS constructs bipartite graph G with:

wij = maxq



F rel
q,i F acc

q,j (1)

(F rel
q,i

+F acc
q,j

(1))
,

F rel
q,i ·F acc

q,j (2)

(F rel
q,i

+F acc
q,j

(2))

ff

, uij =

arg {wij}.
8: BS runs Hungarian(G) to obtain the final schedule.

3.2 Schedulingwith QoSconstraint
In exploiting diversity across hops, optimal solution has been

possible since users were allowed to be assigned multiple chan-

nels. In the presence of QoS constraints, if a limit is placed on the

number of channels (C) that can atmost be assigned to a user, then

the problem immediately becomes hard to solve.

The scheduling problem is now equivalent to SQC: Find a sub-

set of users and a corresponding assignment of N sub-channels on

relay links to N sub-channels on access links such that aggregate

marginal utility is maximized with no channel on either hops being

assigned to more than one user and no user being assigned more

than C channels on any hop. The formulation in 1 remains the

same with the addition of the following constraint.

N
X

m=1

N
X

n=1

Ik,n,m(t) ≤ C, ∀k

THEOREM 1. ProblemSQC is NP-hard.

PROOF. This can be established by a polynomial-time reduction

from maximum weight 3-dimensionalmatching,which is known to
be NP-hard [15]. The 3-dimensionalmatchingproblem is stated as
follows.

Given a set T ⊆ V1×V2×V3, where V1, V2, and V3 are disjoint,

and a weight function, wi,j,k ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ V1, j ∈ V2, and k ∈ V3,

find a maximum weight matching (M ) for T , i.e.M ⊆ T such that

no elements inM agree in any coordinate and the aggregate weight

of the matching is maximum.

Construct the following tripartite graphG = (V1×V2×V3, E).
V1, V2 and V3 represent the set of N relay channels, N access

channels andK users, each user being replicatedC times, resulting

inKC total users. The weight of an edge (i, j, k) ∈ E, i ∈ V1, j ∈

......
1 2 3 N

........

Relays

Relay Channels

2,1 2,K R,K1,1

1

...

2

...

R

......

......

1 2 3 N

1 2 3 N

Access Channels

Relay Channels

......
(1,4) (6,3) (4,2)

........

Users/Relay

(relay,access) channel pairs 
assigned to RS

1 2 K3 4

(i,j)

1,K
1 2 R

q

Figure2: 2D reduction under bottleneck condition

V2, k ∈ V3 is computed using the marginal utilities as follows.

wi,j,k =
1

r̄k

·
rrel

k,i · r
acc
k,j

rrel
k,i + racc

k,j

Replicated users will have the same weight for a given channel

pair as the original user. Now, finding the maximum weight 3-

dimensional matching on G, yields the schedule (assignment) that

solvesX, with no more than C channel pairs being assigned to any

user.

The problem can however be solved efficiently for decomposable

weight functions, wijk = wiwjwk, where polynomial-time solu-

tions exist and for the maximum cardinality version of the prob-

lem, where some good approximations exist. Since we are inter-

ested in the much harder maximum weight version and our non-

decomposable weight function does not fall into any of the well-

known categories, this makes it all the more difficult to construct

efficient approximations. However, we provide a 1
2
-approximation

algorithm under the restricted case of bottleneck conditions, where

either the relay or the access hop forms the network bottleneck.

The relay hop forming a bottleneck is in fact very common and

practical given the heterogeneity in technologies possible across

the two hops; a popular example being the low bandwidth WAN

links on the relay hop and the high bandwidth WLAN links on the

access hop, with RS serving as access points. We now present an

algorithm that exploits this bottleneck nature of the network to de-

compose the 3D matching into a series of 2D matchings and hence

solve it with worst case guarantees. The relay-assisted algorithm

satisfying the QoS constraint (QOS-RF) is presented in Algorithm

2 for C = 1 and illustrated in Figure 2.

Algorithm 2Diversity + QoS at Reduced Feedback: QOS-RF
1: BS obtains a maximum weight utility matching (MWUM) B1

on G = (V1 × V2, E), matching the set of relay channels (V1)

to the set of relays (V2), with each relay replicatedKq times (#

users associated with RS q) andwi,k =
maxj{min{rrel

k,i ,racc
k,j }}

r̄k
.

2: BS obtains a MWUM B2, matching the set of relay channels

to access channels, while satisfying the assignment of relay

channels to RS from B1, with wi,j = maxk {wi,j,k}, where

wi,j,k = 1
r̄k
·

rrel
k,i ·r

acc
k,j

rrel
k,i

+racc
k,j

, if (i, relay(k)) ∈ B1 and 0 otherwise.

3: Each RS q obtains a MWUMB3, matching the set of set of (re-

lay,access) pairs assigned to q from B2 to its associated users,

with wij,k = 1
r̄k
·

rrel
k,i ·r

acc
k,j

rrel
k,i

+racc
k,j

, if (i, j) ∈ B2 &(i, relay(k)) ∈

B1, and 0 otherwise.

4: B3 provides the required schedule satisfying the QoS con-

straint.

THEOREM 2. QOS-RFisa 1
2
-approximationalgorithmfor SQC

underthe bottleneck condition.
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PROOF. Let i, j, k belong to the set of relay channels, access

channels and users respectively. Define, wi,k =
rrel

i,k

r̄k
, wj,k =

racc
j,k

r̄k

and wi,j,k = 1
1

wi,k
+ 1

wj,k

= 1
r̄k
·

rrel
k,i ·r

acc
k,j

rrel
k,i

+racc
k,j

. Assume wi,k ≤ wj,k

without loss of generality. Now, min {wi,k, wj,k} = wi,k . Hence,

wi,j,k =
1

1
wi,k

+ 1
wj,k

≥
1
2

wi,k

=
wi,k

2

On the other hand,

wi,j,k =
1

1
wi,k

+ 1
wj,k

≤
1
1

wi,k

= wi,k

Thus, we have
min{wi,k ,wj,k}

2
≤ wi,j,k ≤ min {wi,k, wj,k}. This

in turn implies that if a problem with objective function wi,j,k is

replaced by min {wi,k, wj,k}, then an algorithm solving the latter
optimally will provide a 1

2
-approximation solution to the former in

the worst case, resulting in an aggregate utility that is atleast half

that of the optimal.

While even the modified objective version is difficult to solve in

the general case, however under the bottleneck condition (say, relay

hop forming bottleneck), we now have min
˘

rrel
k,i , r

acc
k,j

¯

= rrel
k,i ,

∀j. This allows wi,k in step 1 of algorithm QOS-RF to reduce to
rrel

k,i

r̄k
, thereby removing the dependency on j, with steps 1 and 3 en-

suring the QoS constraint. Thus, QOS-RF now solves the modified

objective function optimally and hence provides a 1
2
-approximation

to the original objective function. This also applies to the case

where the access hop forms the bottleneck.

Note that, subject to the assignment from step 1, any feasible as-

signment of access channels to users satisfying the QOS constraint

would retain the same worst case guarantee. However, to provide

a much better performance in the average case, 2D matchings in

steps 2 and 3 are adapted to maximize the aggregate marginal util-

ity subject to the assignment from step 1. Further, under the re-
lay bottleneck condition, the feedback information needed by the
BS for steps 1 and 2 are the same as that in MAXDIV-RF. Hence,

QOS-RFalsoincursanoverheadof O(R ·N) thatscalesonlywith
the numberof relays. Also, QOS-RF can be extended to C > 1
case with the same worst case guarantee by allowing the number of

users in steps 1 and 3 to be replicated C times. The algorithm also

provides good average case performance in general network condi-

tions as demonstrated in evaluation results, which can be attributed

to steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm.

4. INTERFERENCE-AWARE RS
Building on the diversity scheduler, we now design a sched-

uler for leveraging both diversity and spatial reuse to improve net-

work capacity. In the previous model, we assumed that the RS

did not support interference reporting and hence exploited only

diversity gains, with the relay and the access hops being sched-

uled sequentially without exploiting spatial reuse. We now con-

sider interference-aware RS and hence leverage the potential spatial

reuse acrossrelay and access hops to help improve network capac-
ity. Note that, while the spatial separation between RS allows for

spatial reuse even within access links, there is not much room for
its exploitation especially when the relay hop forms the bottleneck

(as demonstrated in evaluations). Thus, we restrict our initial focus

to exploiting spatial reuse only acrossrelay and access links and
outline how it can be extended to leverage spatial reuse within ac-

cess links later. Unlike diversity scheduling, where channels were

not reused on the relay and access hops in tandem and hence a flow

schedule(over two slots) was sufficient, the problem is now to find
a link schedulethat allows channels to be reused spatially on both
the hops to maximize the aggregate marginal utility. In addition to

the half duplex constraint of RS, MS operating on the access hop

now have to incorporate interference from BS and RS operating on

the relay hop have to incorporate interference from other RS oper-

ating on the access hop in tandem. For every slot, we have

Smax = arg max
S

(

X

j∈S

βk

N
X

n=1

2
X

h=1

(∆U)n,j,hIn,j,hxrelay(j),h

)

K
X

j=1

In,j,hxrelay(j),h ≤ 1, ∀n, h; In,j,h = {0, 1}

xq,1 + xq,2 ≤ 1, ∀q; xq,h = {0, 1}

where In,j,h and xq,h are binary functions indicating schedule of

user j on channel n at hop h, and activation of relay q on hop h

respectively. The first constraint indicates that channels are reused

only across hops, while the second captures the half-duplex con-

straint of the RS. There arise several challenges in solving the above

problem: (i) The marginal utility (∆Un,j,1) of a user j on channel

n on hop 1, depends on its instantaneous relay channel rate, which

in turn depends on the interference generated from the RS assigned

to the same channel on hop 2, and hence on In,j,2. This results

in non-linearity of the objective function, making the problem NP-

hard [5]. (ii) Obtaining a link schedule requires the estimation of
the independent link marginal utilities on the individual hops of the
flow. However, the nature of the marginal utility of the flow does

not allow decoupling into independent link (hop) components.

4.1 Spatial ReuseAlgorithm: SR+DIV-RF
We take a different approach in addressing the above challenges.

Any schedule that enables spatial reuse will have a set of RS that

will be scheduled on the relay hop and another (disjoint) set of RS

that will be scheduled on the access hop in tandem on the same set

of channels. Using this observation, our algorithm starts with an

explicit partitioning of the RS. The essence of the algorithm can be

described as follows: (i) BS (logically) partitions the set of RS into

two disjoint sets, RRS and ARS representing the set of RS that

will operate on the relay and access hops respectively in a given

slot. (ii) BS runs our proposed low feedback diversity scheduler,

MAXDIV-RF on each of these sets to obtain two flow schedules.

This not only retains the performance guarantees with respect to di-

versity exploitation, but also does not require the decoupling of the

flowmarginal utilities into their link components. (iii) The two flow

schedules are not obtained independently, but are determined sub-

ject to the interference generated by each other. (iv) From the flow

schedules obtained on the two disjoint sets of RS, a link schedule

exploiting spatial reuse across the sets and diversity within the sets

is generated. The algorithm is presented in Figure 3 and explained

below.

4.1.1 Partitioning
The goal is to find the optimal partition of the set of RS, such that

the sum of the aggregate utilities of the flow schedules obtained on

the two partitions is maximum. The problem can be shown to be

NP-hard by giving a polynomial-time reduction from the multiple
knapsack problem. The problem is made especially hard due to
the dependencybetween the schedules obtained in the two parti-
tions arising from interference. Given that the solution has to be

run at the BS at the granularity of frames in real-time and since

no polynomial-time solution is likely, we relax the problem to par-

tition the set of RS based only on the traffic load in the network.
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Figure3: Algorithm

This allows solving the relaxed problem in polynomial time, but

to ensure that the sub-optimality in performance due to relaxation

is kept minimal, the following constraints are incorporated. (i) The

partitioned sets must be contiguous in order to keep the interference

between the two sets minimal. This allows for negligible interfer-

ence at RS away from the edge of the sets, with the interference at

the edge of the sets accommodated through appropriate (orthogo-

nal) channel assignments in the edges across sets. This allows for

more flexibility in scheduling in the two sets, contributing to larger

diversity and hence throughput. (ii) The partition size must ensure

that the traffic load (users/flows) and diversity gains are balanced

between the partitions to prevent under-utilization. Further, it must

be automatically adapted by the scheduler at every frame based on

perceived traffic load in the network. The relaxed partition problem

with the above constraints is solved efficiently using the following

dynamic program.

Given a set of RS, the objective is to partition the set into two

contiguous sets such that the (QoS weighted) load between the two

sets is balanced to the best extent possible. This is equivalent to

minimizing the maximum (weighted) load over the two partitions.

Since the two sets are completely defined by the starting and ending

indices of one of the contiguous sets (partitions), let the maximum

load of the partitioned sets be given by L[q, d], where q, d ∈ [1, R]
are the starting element index (RS) and the length of one of the

partitions and R is the number of RS. Note that, since the RS are

placed in a circular geometry, q and d wrap around after R. Let wq

denote the load associated with RSq; `q,d be the load associated

with partition (q, d) consisting of [RSq, RSq+d−1]; andW be the

total load in the network. We have,

wq =
X

j

βj1(j ∈ RSq), W =
R

X

q=1

wq

The following dynamic program yields the desired partition.
(q, d)∗ = arg min L[q, d]

L[q, d] = max {`q,d, W − `q,d} , ∀(q, d)

`q,d = `q−1,d+1 − `q−1,1

The base cases from which the cost of the larger partitions can be

built are,

`1,d =
d

X

q=1

wq ∀d, and `q,R = W ∀q

Thus, there areO(R2) partitions. However, the cost of a larger par-
tition is obtained in constant time using the cost of previously com-

puted smaller partitions. Further, the partition yielding the mini-

mum cost can also be kept track of in constant time at each step.

Hence, the partitioning algorithm runs in O(R2) time to yield the

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Slot (t-1) Slot (t)

relay 
channels

access 
channels

relay 
stations

Figure4: Illustration for exploiting spatial reuseand diversity

partitions with the best balanced load, as opposed to O(R2K) in a
conventional approach.

4.1.2 Schedulewithin Partitions
We use the topology in Figure 4 as a running example for illus-

tration. Channels {1, 2, 3, 4} on the relay and access hops are avail-
able to be scheduled to four users, associated with relays {1, 2, 3, 4},
with one user per relay. Let the RS operating on the relay and

access hops in slot (t-1) be RRS = {RS1, RS4} and ARS =
{RS2, RS3}. The access links of the flows (SA(t − 1), dashed
lines at t-1), whose relay links were scheduled from RRS in slot (t-

1) constitute the access hop schedule for the next slot t (solid lines

on access hop at t). The newRRS for the next slot t is chosen to be

a subsetof the existing access set, (RRS ⊆ ARS = {RS2, RS3})
by applying our partition algorithm to ARS to allow for load bal-

ancing (repartitioning) between the partitions in response to vary-

ing traffic conditions. ARS is then updated toRRS ({RS1, RS4}).
Our low feedback diversity scheduler (MAXDIV-RF) is then run

on the new RRS , taking into account the interference generated

from ARS . From the resulting diversity flow schedule, the relay

links (SR(t), solid lines in slot t at RS2, RS3) are scheduled in

tandem with the access links waiting from the previous flow sched-

ule (SA(t− 1), dashed lines from slot t− 1 at RS1,RS4), thereby

generating a link schedule that exploits spatial reuse. The access

links from the current flow schedule (SA(t), dashed lines in slot
t at RS2, RS3) are retained for schedule in the next slot and the

process repeats.

4.1.3 Incorporationof Interference
Before applying MAXDIV-RF, the instantaneous rates fed back

from MS and RS must incorporate interference. For any MS, the

source of interference (BS) does not change and there is no power

adaptation across channels. Thus, the MS can directly incorpo-

rate the interference from BS (χBS→k,n) in their instantaneous

access rate feedback without (a priori) knowledge of the specific

relay link to be scheduled on the same channel: racc
k,n = log(1 +

Pk,n

Nk,n+χBS→k,n
), ∀n, where Pk,n and Nk,n correspond to the re-

ceived signal and noise power at MS k from its associated RS.

The RS ∈ RRS operating on the relay hop will experience inter-

ference from RS ∈ ARS . However, the BS is already aware of

the access hop schedule SA(t − 1) one slot prior to their actual
schedule. Hence, this information is conveyed by BS to the RS

∈ RRS in the form of a bitmap (BMacc) broadcast. The antici-

pated interference from RSj ∈ ARS at RSq ∈ RRS (χj→q,n) is

then incorporated in the relay channel feedback as, rrel
q,n = log(1+

Pq,n

Nq,n+
P

j∈Access_RS χj→q,nBj,n
), ∀n, whereBj,n = 1 ifBMacc(n) =

RSj , and 0 otherwise.
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An interference-aware MAXDIV-RF coupled with the partition-

ing mechanism forms the core of the algorithm that helps construct

link schedules in polynomialtimefrom two interference-dependent
flow schedules without requiring the decoupling of hop marginal

utilities. The sub-optimality of the solution arises from the (i) relax-

ation of interference dependency in the partitioning process, as well

as in (ii) obtaining the relay hop schedule subject to an access hop

schedule obtained instead of jointly optimizing them. However,

the careful partitioning of the RS along with our efficient diversity

scheduler, allows for sufficient diversity gains in the two sets, which

in turn helps keep the sub-optimality of the spatial reuse schedule

low, notwithstanding its low running time complexity. This is ev-

ident in the evaluations where the scheduler performs reasonably

close to the upper bound.

4.2 FeedbackOverhead
A typical interference reporting scheme as considered in cur-

rent standards would require all the MS to send interference in-

formation from BS on all access channels, and the RS to send

interference information from all other RS on all the relay chan-

nels. This interference information alone would incur an overhead

of (K + R · (R − 1)) · N · Br . In addition, the feedback re-

quired by conventional matching would incur (K + R) · N · Br ,

resulting in a total feedback overhead of (2K + R2) · N · Br ,

which is O
`

(K + R2) ·N
´

. However, in SR+DIV-RF, the MS

and RS incorporate interference directly in their rate estimates and

need to feedback no additional interference information. How-

ever, to aid the RS on relay links in the estimation of interfer-

ence from other RS on access links, a N -field bitmap is sent by

the BS, requiring an overhead of N log2 R. This coupled with

the feedback required by MAXDIV-RF, resultsin a net feedback
of R ·N · (3Br + 2Ba)+ N log2 R, which is O(R ·N). Thus, the
feedback does not scale with the number of users while both spatial

reuse and diversity gains are exploited.

In summary, the benefits of proposed algorithms (MAXDIV-RF,

QOS-RF, SR+DIV-RF) are:

Performance Feedback Overhead
Solvability Proposed Optimal Proposed

Diversity P Near-optimal O((K + R)N) O(RN)

Diversity + QoS NP-hard 1
2
-approx O((K + R)N) O(RN)

Reuse + Diversity NP-hard Small gap O((K + R2)N) O(RN)

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
An event-driven packet level simulator written in C++, named

queuingnetworksimulator[16] is considered for evaluation of the
proposed solutions. A single cell relay-enabled OFDM downlink

system is considered. The extended radius of the cell is assumed

to be about 600m. RS are distributed uniformly within a region

of 250m ≤ r ≤ 350m. The wireless links incorporate path

loss, log-normal shadowing and Rayleigh fading as well as interfer-

ence from other links operating on the same channel. Each user’s

Rayleigh channel has a Doppler fading equivalent to a velocity of

3-10 Km/hour. We consider constant bit rate (CBR) applications

as the generators of traffic. A time slot is consider to be of 5 ms

duration, and carrier frequency is assumed to be 2 GHz. The peak

rate of the individual sub-channels is 250 Kbps.

The number of users, relays and sub-channels vary from [1,40],

[1,10] and [1,20] respectively. The data flows are sent at 125 Kbps.

We consider traffic loads ranging from low to high by varying the

number of users (flows) in the system. Results are measured ei-

ther as a function of increasing users or sub-channels (bandwidth).

Since the significant reduction in feedback overhead of the pro-
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posed schedulers has already been established, we now evaluate

only their average per-user end-end throughput and aggregate net-

work utility under the two RS models.

5.1 Interfer ence-unaware RS
The performance of MAXDIV-RF is evaluated against an opti-

mal scheme DIV-OPT that exploits diversity only within hops (and

not across hops) by using the same channel for transmission on

both hops for a given user. Figure 5(a) presents throughput re-

sults as a function of increasing users with sub-channels and relays

fixed at eight and five respectively. It can be seen that channel

switching across hops helps leverage additional diversity gains to

provide significant performance improvements of about 50% when

channel diversity dominates over multi-user diversity (number of

users being small/comparable to channels). To account for both

throughput and fairness, the aggregate utility results are presented

in Figure 5(b) as a function of increasing users. Utility gains of 30-

50% are obtained and are more at increased number of users due to

the concave nature of the utility function resulting in higher gains

at lesser user throughput (higher load). In addition to DIV-OPT

and MAXDIV-RF, optimal MAXDIV (full-feedback) and MAX-

DIV with feedback of 2 best users are also considered. It can be

seen that MAXDIV-RF provides near-optimal peformance. Fur-

ther, whileMAXDIV-2best provides gains over DIV-OPT,MAXDIV-

RF still provides about 35% gains over MAXDIV-2best. This can

be attributed to the clever choice of the two feedback users inMAXDIV-

RF that depends on the distributions of average and instantaneous

user thoughputs, and hence does not necessarily map to the two

best users.

The feedback overhead needed for optimal performance, pre-
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Figure8: Exploiting diversity and spatial reuse.

sented in Figures 6(a) and (b), indicate that the overhead increases

very slowly with increasing users and channels and saturates. This

is because, the number of feedback elements required has been

shown to depend only on the average throughput deviation between

users and the instantaneous rate deviation across channels and not

on the specific number of users, channels and relays. The results

convincingly establish and confirm that the number of users’ feed-

back required for optimal performance is indeed small (≈ 2), ex-
plaining the near-optimal performance of MAXDIV-RF.

Figure 7 compares performance of QoS-RF against an upper

bound for both bottleneck (relay hop) and general cases. Since

MAXDIV with full feedback optimally solves the problem with

no QoS constraints, it serves as a loose upper bound for the QoS

version. It can be clearly seen that average case performance in

bottleneck case is much closer to upper bound than the guarantee

of half. The performance in general case is also good, being within

a factor of half.

5.2 Interfer ence-aware RS
We now evaluate the performance of SR+DIV-RF against that of

optimal MAXDIV (full feedback) and a loose upper bound (UB).

For upper bound, we assume that the capacity on the relay links is

achievable through a genie. This is incorporated by allowing the

effective rates of the scheduled users to correspond directly to their

relay link rates in the absence of interference. The aggregate utility

results for SR+DIV-RF are presented as a function of increasing

users (flows) and sub-channels in Figures 8(a) and (b) respectively.

It can be seen that for a given network capacity, when the number

of users is small, the injected traffic load can be sustained even

without exploiting spatial reuse. However, when the number of

users increases, spatial reuse must be exploited to sustain a larger

fraction of the injected traffic load. This in turn results in the gain

of SR+DIV-RF increasing to 50% over MAXDIV-RF. These utility

results indicate the superiority of SR+DIV-RF not just in utilization

but also in fairness.

In addition to the significant gains over MAXDIV-RF, SR+DIV-

RF also performs reasonably close to the (loose) upper bound with

a maximum deviation of about 20%. This is especially noteworthy,

given that the optimal is going to be lower than the upper bound.

Further, it also indicates that the additional gain that can result from

a further degree of spatial reuse exploitation within access links is

not appreciable and is not worth the additional feedback required

that would scale with the number of users.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Given the emerging applications of relay-enabled cellular net-

works, we have focused on the design of efficient scheduling al-

gorithms for such networks in this work. The proposed solutions

leverage the additional diversity and spatial reuse gains provided by

these networks efficiently in trying to obtain the capacity around the

base station, while also ensuring proportional fairness amongst the

users. The presence of relays is uniquely exploited in the schedul-

ing algorithms to effectively leverage diversity and spatial reuse

gains. More importantly, all the proposed schedulers incur a scal-

able feedback overhead that grows only with the number of relays

and not with the number of users unlike conventional approaches.
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